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OPINIONS
Editorial
Passivity is like a disease on a college campus this time
of the year.
It's so much easier to hit that alarm button one more time
and risk being late to class, lie out on the Green and read
that novel that has been tempting you all year or meet a
friend for lunch instead of studying microbiology.
What's the cure for the passive nature that seems to
come with the lazy, nonchalant post-midterm feeling that
is magnified tenfold by the presence of sun, blue sky and a
light breeze?
Maybe it is as simple as doing any of the above named
things that will put a spring in your step. But maybe, the
prescription to kicking the passivity syndrome is spending
your time at SU doing more than just attending class.
While chances to run for an ASSU office or become a
Resident Assistant have ended for the year, there are other
ways to impact campus life and many of these chances are
under-utilized or ignored by students.
Clubs or intramural sports, although definitely worth your
time and consideration, are not the only things that impact
your experience at SU. Let's be realistic. Who really wants
to walk into their first club meeting or join a team when
there are only a couple weeks left in the year anyway?
The most direct way you can change things at SU is by
voicing your opinion and it's not difficult on this campus.
There is an opportunity to comment on, complain about
or compliment practically every aspect of life at SU. These
are untapped resources.
Perhaps complaining about the food prices to the person
behind you in line at C-Street helps you justify your
opinion and leaves you with some personal gratification.
But taking advantage of the speak-outs, multiple surveys
and variety ofmeetings that you, as a student, are entitled
to, are also worthy of your time and could lead to the
betterment of the university as a whole.
It will always be easier to sit back and complain and
chances are that you will feel better having done so every
now and then. But while projects such as the renovation of
Championship Field and the new nursing facility are being
funded by donors for the use of future SU generations, our
opinions can lead to just as much, if not more, influential
change.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Trisha Leonard,
Amy Daybert and Kevin Curley. Signed commentaries re-
flect THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE
of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
High School grad-
uates CAN MAKE UP
THEIR OWN MIND ABOUT
MDLITARY
I read your article on military re-
cruiters in the Opinions section of the
Spectator last week and I felt pretty
insulted by what you had to say. You
are entitled to your opinion, no ques-
tions asked, and I'm all for freedom of
speech. However, itmade me wonder
whether you thought about how oth-
ers wouldperceive it, especially since
its printed in a paper that is circulated
across campus.
It's understandable that Garfield
High is taking a stand against military
recruiters coming to inner-city schools
and trying to get students to join the
military.
I'm anArmy ROTC cadet and my
entire family feels the same way the
parents of those high school kids feel,
although, its my choicetojoin theArmy
despite how they feel. In the same way
it is the choice ofthose students whether
or not they want to join the military,
they're not drafted Not only that, but
thebiggest misconceptionpeople have
of the military is that it is exactly as
portrayed on television and that we're
all training to be infantry soldiers.
Infantry is oneofthe many branches
in the military, for example, I'm going
tojoin JAG Corp. Is itreally fair to say
that being a lawyer in the Army is a
bad thing?You also mentioned that of
the 22 percent ofAfrican Americans
in the military, only eight percent of
them are officers. Whose to blame
for those other 14 percent choosing
to enlist rather than go through officer
training school or ROTC, which they
do incollege that theArmy pays for, to
become officers.
The way I see it, they are provided
with the opportunity to get a good
education as well as become officers.
Perhaps theycan get scholarships from
other sources and choose to go to col-
lege instead, but whatabout those that
don't ever get the chanceto goto school
or something elsepositive?
Not only that, but what wouldpeople
say if the military only appealed to
private schools with wealthy, non-mi-
nority students?Then the Army would
be accused ofdiscriminating based on
ethnicity and economics, especially
if there is a poor minority kid that re-
ally does want to join the military for
personal reasons. By the way, I too am
a minority.
I was mostly upset at the fact that
you were stereotyping us when you
suggest that we're all about killing
and destruction. Yes, killing may be a
part of the job in the military, although
its not the only thing we do, and there
are also times of peacekeeping which
we have been doing for the last few
years, even though the war in Iraq
makes people think otherwise. Also,
the military doesn't decide withinitself
the general actions they will carry out.
Theseorders ultimately come fromthe
American public in the form ofvoting
/ electing the President
Consider the percentage of the adult
American public that complains about
military actions and the war in Iraq,
then consider howmany of them actu-
ally wentout thereand voted, without
having some excuse like "well it's
not like I'll get what I want anyway".
However, when the mission is to kill,
there's not second option to sitaround
and drink coffee. People devote their
lives to theircareers in the military and
perhaps the most important part ofbe-
ing in the military is to follow orders.
I hope so far I haven't came across
as though I dislike you or anything
resembling dislike. I seriously encour-
age you to come to one of our classes
justso youcan see thatwe're not being
taught to be immoral people, and that
we're trained tobe leaders.
Undoubtedly some bad things have
happened in the military, but is it really
the military we have to blame, or the
individuals that committed those acts?
Did the military seek to punish them?
Wendawn Miller




Novice tripe. Sensationalism. An
insult to the studentbody.That's right,
I am talking about the commentary
on theASSU elections in the Apr. 21
issue. But rather than taking the time
to dismantle the wall ofmisinforma-
tion presented in the previous issue, I
choose to use this letter as an indict-
ment ofThe Spectator itself.
"Scandal," "Controversy," "Shaft-
ed," "Mar," appear in bold letters
across the first pages as questions of
legitimacy and efficacy are raised to
besmirch thename ofASSU and scoff
at theelection results. Disgruntled and
misinformed students take pot shots
at ASSU and marginalize the hard
work and accomplishments of our
student leaders while a counterpoint
iscompletely absent. Soon the names
ofRossi, Bush and Kerry are invoked,
andASSU is effectively framed as a
microcosm ofcorruption inAmerican
politics. This, my friends, is called
sensationalism and to the Spectator
staff, ifyou would like to draw paral-
lels to diseased American politics,
I tell you that your poor excuse for
journalism is the true example of that
which corrupts, misleads, and deters
mobilization.
Ah, the irony. "Have our [journal-
ists] stooped so low as to act like
juvenile delinquents" who lamentlow
student involvement but then"debate
whether[they] would cover the elec-
tions ornot?" Humbug! The Spectator
is supposed to be a forum to inform
and engage students and should play
a major role in sparking interest and
involvement in suchthings as ASSU.
And the real "insult to the organiza-
tion" and to the entire campus is that
The Spectator cites campaign viola-
tions as delegitimizing factors to the
election. It shouldbe clear that the fact
that thoseviolations on the candidates'
behalf were met with penalties and
disqualification in an orderly fashion
is a testament to the potency of the
Elections Commission and ASSU as
a whole. And let's be honest - no of-
fense to the visually impaired, but you
would have to be blind to not realize
there was an election going on.
The Spectator needs to rethink its
duty to the student body as a campus
publication, especially because I am
not the first to point out what a laugh-
ing stock this paperhas become. IfThe
Spectator wishes to have any credibil-
ity, let alone a substantialreadership,
when it decides tocall somebody out,
it must no longer been held as syn-
onymous with countless typos, hype
and slapstick. Oh, and on the subject
oflow student involvement, next time
you ask a house full ofSU students if
they know aboutASSU, goahead and




The Spectator stands behind its
coverage of the ASSU elections. All
reports were factual and reflective
of the events that took place on
campus suirounding the elections.
The Spectator will continue to print
letters critical of it.
GOOD BOOKS AREHARD TOFIND
Goodbooks are treasure.The Spec-
tator story (4/28) on increasing textbook
costs for students stressed sellingback
books as the obvious end of quarter
option. Another option is selectively
building a personal library.
As a freshman and sophomore I
sold back many ofmy books without
giving ita secondthought Selling them
seemed personally beneficial because
of the money.
However, one day as a junior,I was
working on a humanities paper and
needed my old Cell Biology textbook
to develop an analogyI was formulat-
ing. I was no longer a biology major,
but this bookwas unexpectedly impor-
tantagain in my intellectual life.
Iwalkedover to mymakeshift book-
shelves looking for this book, a book
that was personal because through it
I struggled with photosynthesis and
marveled at amoeba. This was a book
I hadactually read.
The book wasn't there.
I couldn't rememberwhatI didwith
the money from the sell-back. Yet I
rememberto this day the feeling ofloss
- and numerous similar disappointing
moments ofreaching for my oldbook
from my class. Sell back your books
when you have to, keep your good
books.
Not everybook is a good book. The
decision is highly personal. Students
shouldremember that some books are
goodbooks worthkeeping, andnot just
thosein the major. Carefullydeliberate
each decision.
The book you keep finds a way
to continue speaking as part ofyour
library. Your good book will be there
for you exactly when you need it in
your life.
Your goodbook will be therefor you
when you want to lend it toyour close
friend, or as a way ofgetting to know
a neighbor or new acquaintance. Ifthe
book is not returned it is a gift, ifit is
returned then theensuing conversation
about it is a gift.
The most magical communication
a good book yields is when a child
picks up your oldbook as a way to get
to know you, your intellectualhistory,
oryour family tradition. Children find
books, open them, and ask you ques-
tions abouthowplants getfood ofwho
Plato was,and theysee that youbelieve
education is precious.
Goodbooks are treasure.
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Ariel Sharon: Man of peace, love of the people
Arthur Schwab
Guest Columnist
With recent progress in the Israeli-
Palestinian peace process, a commonly
asked question is what changes brought
about these positive developments? Some
respond with another question: "Why has
Sharon become a man of peace?"
Not only is this a presumption that the
Prime Minister of Israel is inherently
against peace, but also an assumption that
no responsibility should be held by the
Palestinian Authority, or that the Palestinian
leadership has maximized their efforts to
build peace in the region. On the contrary,
productive negotiations for peace have con-
sistently been the goal of Israeli policy, and
it appears that the new Palestinian leader-
ship has similar goals in mind.
Ariel Sharon, as Prime Minister, has al-
ways been a man of peace. His first priority
is to build and maintainpeace in the Middle
East that ensures the national security and
well-being of the State of Israel and its
citizens, while at the same time supporting
the creation of a stable Palestinian state to
improve the well-being of the Palestinian
people.
In no way, however, can these two objec-
tives interchange in seniority, compromising
Israel's ability to protect its citizens. This is
the responsibility of all good leaders: first,
the domestic safety and prosperity for their
constituents, then concerning themselves in
the affairs of others.
Such priorities are demanded of govern-
ments throughout the world, the needs of
their people will be met before the needs
of others. A double standard should not be
held when examining the actions ofAriel
Sharon.
In terms of violence, it has been fairly
quiet in Israel and the Palestinian Territories
lately, as compared to just a few months
ago. Sharon has secured the necessary
majority in the Knesset to go through with
the Disengagement Plan. The evacuation
and relocation of Jewish residents from
Gaza is expected to begin within40 days,
following the Jewish religious mourning
period and the Ninth of Av. A withdrawal
from parts of the West Bank is also expected
in the near future.
Giving up land and resettling thousands
of Israeli families is an extremely difficult
and painful process. So what reassurance
does Israel have of successful transfer of
power to the PA? Why is Sharon, now
more than ever, so confident in taking a step
towards peace that involves giving away
land yet again?
Since the passing away of Former PA
leader Yasser Arafat, the newly elected
Mahmoud Abbas has shown more genuine
care for his people and a greater effort to
bring about a Palestinian state.
The Palestinian Authority is slowly be-
ginning to halt terrorist activities in Gaza
and crack down on corruption within itself.
With pressures from Europe and the U.S. on
both the Israelis and Palestinians, progress
is moving forward. With a more responsible
Palestinian leadership, peace initiatives
seem to have more likelihood to succeed.
Handing over Gaza is not a sudden
phenomenon. It was a foreseen step that
became obvious with the proposal of a
two state solution. The recent success of
implementing a substantial, physical peace
process can be in great part attributed to Mr.
Abbas and the recent Palestinian presiden-
tial election.
The drastic decrease of attempted terrorist
attacks on Israel is allowing the pullout to
become a reality. Sharon's unilateral dis-
engagement plan is a step toward reviving
the Road Map, which optimistically speak-
ing, will eventually result in a sovereign
Palestinian state.
And, with God's help, will someday al-
low for a peaceful coexistence between the
neighbors of the Middle East.
Arthur Shwab is a junior
international studies major. Send






Sharon must be a nice guy. He's giving
up Gaza, right? Hardly.
The Sasson Report issued by Prime
MinisterAriel Sharon's investigative com-
mission confirms everything peaceworkers,
activists and Palestinians have been saying
about land confiscation during the past
Intifada and before.
The landmark policy change against de-
molishing terrorist's families' homes also
almost leads one to cry peace is at hand.
However, the Israeli Committee Against
House Demolitions, B'Tselem and other
groups I worked with in the West Bank and
Gaza have never argued the issues from the
position of Israeli law - the very issue at
stake is international law, not Israeli.
The recent flap over "illegal" settlements
regard a few dozen mobile homes and a
score of houses built without proper gov-
ernment coordination. The other 70 plus
settlements scattered throughout the West
Bank are "legal" because Rabin, Barak, Ne-
tanyahu, and Sharon have approved them.
The U.N. Charter and subsequent U.N.
resolutions declare that no country may
conquer foreign land and import its own
citizens. The existence of any post-1967
Jewish neighborhoods in the West Bank
are open violation. The issue has not, nor
should it be, what has been called "legal"
by Israeli standards.
The Gaza pullout is illogical only to the
most ideological settlers: 6,000 Israelis in
the center of 1,000,000 Palestinians, the
second densest population next to Tokyo,
in a ghetto with no economic or strategic
value.
Pulling out saves soldiers, money and
lives. But Sharon aims to make this the last
pullout, not the first.
The focus on extremist settlers is mis-
placed; of the 400,000 settlers, only 80,000
are ideological settlers. The other 320,000
are "economic settlers" who live in tax-
subsidized commuter resorts containing
shopping malls, libraries and athletic centers
connected by shelteredhighways.
As the first settlement to become a city,
Maale Adomim now holds 40,000 Israeli
citizens between Jerusalem and Jericho.
Sharon currently plans for the security bar-
rier to encircle this city into Israel proper.
No settlement is acceptable by international
law - all must go.
Israeli law is one of the problems. Take
house demolitions; in the past five years,
over 6,000 houses have been demolished,
only 100 of which belonged to terrorists'
families. The vast majority of demolitions
are "administrative demolitions"conducted
by zoning authorities in compliance with
Israeli laws.
In Jerusalem alone, over 60 Arab struc-
tures were demolished in the three months
I served with the Israeli CommitteeAgainst
House Demolitions.
The reason for demolition was that no
structures can be built without a proper
neighborhood plan. In all 38 years of Israeli
control and despite the construction ofover
200 Jewish cities, noplan has been approved
for theArab neighborhoods.
Arab groups continue to attempt approval
for home-grown plans. Most notably, the
land for the Jewish neighborhoods was
confiscated from the Arab municipalities
ofEast Jerusalem in 1967.The biggest land
confiscations remain at the behest of such
"legal" appropriations. These appropriations
fuel violence on the Palestinian side, as then-
land is takenand Jewish homes raised.
The issue remains; the existence of any
post-1967 Jewish neighborhoods in the
West Bank is open thwarting of the very
international laws created to protect against
a repeat of Jewish property confiscation by
Germany in World War 11.
The issue is not the handful ofideological
settlers or their mobile homes; the biggest
obstacles to peace is the 320,000 economic
residents and the city-settlements.
Sharon has started expanding Maale
Adomim and encircling it with the wall, as
Israeli newspapers have already reported.
Is this progress towards peace? Is Sharon
suddenly a nice guy? The confiscation con-
tinues, the anger grows, the violence brews.
Is peace at hand? Hardly.
Ben Murane is a senior business
economics major. Sendfeedbackand
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SU plans athletic upgrade
Austin Burton
Staff Writer
Seattle University is about a
half-century removed from its
athletic glory days, which peaked
in 1958 when Basketball Hall of
Fame legend Elgin Baylor led the
Chieftans to the NCAA Division I
national championship game.
After the 1980s the Chieftains
saw a move from Division I
to Division 111, and eventually
down to the lower NAIA, SU
has moved back to Division II in
recent years. During that time, the
SU men's soccer team has taken
over the mantle as the school's
most successful sports program.
Under head coach Peter Fewing,
the Redhawks have won two na-
tional championships in the past
eight years: an NAIA title in 1997
and a NCAA Division II crown
in 2004.
Fresh off its latest national title,
plans are steadily moving forward




hosts both men's and women's
soccer games, is getting a make-
over. According to some of those
involved in the process, by the
summer of 2006, the field will
have a number of new features.
There will be a brand-new set of
bleachers on the East side of the
field which will hold up to 650
fans. There will also reportedly
be two new scoreboards added,
a new public address system, a
higher-quality grass sod play-
ing surface, a new jogging track
around the field and a brick wall
designed to encircle the outside
of the field.
Julie Coleman, senior develop-
ment officer at SU, is one of the
lead fundraisers for the Champi-
onship Field upgrade. Coleman
said that the Championship Field
Steering Committee hopes to raise
$1.5 million for the project by the
end of this calendar year.









al donors and foundations which
support the men's and women's
soccer program.
According to Coleman, re-
vamping the field has been a topic
of discussion for about five years.
Assuming the fundraising goals
are met, construction will begin
in January 2006, with a possible
completion date in July or August
2006.
Due to its timing alone, the
announced revamping of the soc-
cer field appears to be another
step toward the athletic depart-
ment's stated goal of putting SU
among the elite Division II sports
schools.
The field upgrade isn't the only
change seenjecently. Last week,
the athletic department launched
its new website, www.seattlered-
hawks.com, which is hosted by
the largest college sports website
company in the country, putting
the SU website on par with those
of larger schools like the Univer-
sity of Washington and Washing-
ton State University.
Also, a few months ago, plans
were revealed to completely re-
vamp the Connolly Center athletic
complex.
Kevin Eubanks, SU's sports
information director, said last
week that the department's goal
is to become "a premier Division
II athletic program."
Eubanks is one of several first-
year staff members, which also
appears to be part of a new direc-
tion for the athletic department.
Wendy Guthrie is in her first year
as athletic director, and the '04-
05 school year has also seen the
introduction of new head coaches
in women's basketball and vol-
leyball, and several first-year
assistant coaches in other sports
as well.Photo by Joey Anchondo
Above, an artist's rendition of the new Champion-
ship Field once an array of upgrades are made,
including the addition of bleachers which will hold
up to 650 people. Below, a rooftop view of Cham-
pionship Field.




Four Palestinian families have
been added as plaintiffs in the Corrie
versus Caterpillar, Inc. case.
On May 2, victims and surviving
members offour Palestinian families
joined in the already pending lawsuit
against Illinois-based Caterpillar,
Inc.
The amended complaint, originally
filed on the behalf of the family of
Rachel Corrie, a 23 year-old activist
and student who was crushed to death
by a bulldozer, includes 10 family
members of the Palestinian plaintiffs
who were killedand six who were in-
jured while the Israeli Defense Force
demolished their homes.
A press release writtenby the Cen-
ter for Constitutional Rights and the
Palestinian Centre for Human Rights
said that the plaintiffs include two
young men, Mahmoud Mohammed
Khalafallah and Jamal Fayed. Both
who were paralyzed and unable to
get out of their homes despite the
pleas of their families to the Israeli
Defense Forces to stop so they could
get them out. Other victims include
members of the Al Shopi and Abu
Hussein family who were killed or
severely injured while their homes
were bulldozed in the middle of the
night.
"The Palestinian families are repre-
sentative of scores of other Palestin-
ians who have suffered and continue
to suffer as a result of Caterpillar's
actions," said Raji Sourani, director
of the Palestinian Centre for Human
Rights. "Caterpillar must be held
accountable for its violations of
international human rights and war
crimes."
In a statement issuedby Caterpillar
concerning the use of their machin-
ery in the Middle East, they briefly
responded to the accusations against
them.
"More than two million Caterpillar
machines and engines are at work in
virtually every country and region of
the world each day. We have neither
the legal right nor the means to police
individual use of that equipment," the
statement read.
Gwynne Skinner, an adjunct pro-
fessor at the Seattle University Law
Clinic, is one of the lead counsels in
the suit, and worked on the amend-
ment of the complaint, including
the addition of the four Palestinian
families.
"The statements they've given are
the statements they've been givingfor
the last several years, which is 'we
can't control what people are doing
with our Caterpillarbulldozers.' The
issue here is not what they can and
cannot control. The issue is that they
continue to supply the equipment to
the IDF knowing that their equipment
has been used to commitviolations of
international law," said Skinner.
Benjamin Cordani of Corporate
Public Affairs for Caterpillarrefused
to comment overall on any issues
relating to pending litigation. Only
one statementwas offered aside from
the written stance in Caterpillar's
defense.
"We are selling ourproducts in full
accord with the laws of the United
States, and that's our stance, and
will continue to be our stance," said
Cordani.
However, according to Jennie
Green, senior attorney with the
Center forConstitutionalRights, "In-
ternational law clearly provides that
corporations can be held accountable
for violations ofinternationalhuman
rights and war crimes. We are repre-
senting people who were injured or
lost family members because Cater-
pillarpurposefully turns a blind eye as
to how their products are used."
While it may seem that the lawsuit
is taking a turn into side-taking amidst
political strife with the addition of
Palestinian plaintiffs in a way to
negatively impact the IDF, Skinner
maintains that this is between the
Corries and other injured plaintiffs
and Caterpillar, Inc.
"We want the impact ofthis lawsuit
to be that Caterpillar stop selling its
bulldozers and givingother assistance
to the IDF when they know that such
will be used to commit violations of
international law. That's what we're
trying to accomplish," said Skinner.
Software Engineering
program hits a milestone
Tina Potterf
B&Meditor
It seems like justyesterday that
a couple ofengineers from Boe-
ing suggested Seattle University
offer an advanced program in
software engineering for the
working professional and those
looking to bolster their skills in
the field.
Now, a quarter-century later,
the Master ofSoftware Engineer-
ing program in the College ofSci-
ence and Engineering is thriving
and holds its place as among the
first graduate-level programs of
its kind in the nation.
Last Wednesday, Apr. 27 pro-
gramfaculty and founders, indus-
try leaders andalumni celebrated
the 25th anniversary ofthe Master
of Software Engineering degree
beginning. The party included
dinner and keynote addresses,
plus a first look at the new MSE
curriculum.
The initial seed to create the
MSE program at SU, planted by
the Boeing employees, gained
momentum with the support of
Fr. Frank Wood, SJ. In 1957,
Fr. Wood was among a group of
students and professionals to take
a course in computing taught by
engineers from Boeing; it would
be a precursor to the MSE degree
offering, which currently has 60
students enrolled in the evening
program.
In the early days, most of the
students were Boeing workers,
as the program was designed to
build on theskills ofthe aerospace
company's employees who were
going to do software work, said
Bill Poole, chair ofcomputer sci-
ence and software engineering.
With the prevalence of soft-
ware companies in the region
and through theboomand bust of
dot-coms, the makeup of the stu-
dent has changed, Poole noted, to
include employees fromsoftware
giant Microsoft, as well as smaller
companies.
What makes the MSE distinc-
tive is that "it's the first such MSE
program in the United States,"
he said, "and every student must
participate in a year-long project
[through the Project Center] with
real-life clients."
Also, the degree — which
takes most students, largely full-
time workers, about three years
to complete — is aimed at those
who have the technical stuffdown
and want to learn the business
side of computer science and
software engineering. "Since
we only work with experienced
programmers we don't have to
teach themtheprogramming side
ofthings," Poole said. "We put an
emphasis on theparts ofsoftware
engineering that are non-techni-
cal, like project management."




New nursing building to be ready next year
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
The College of Nursing has received a
large private donation that will allow an im-
pressive expansion of the nursing program.
The $5 million donation, spread out over
the course offive years, will fund a new nurs-
ing facility in the old Providence Hospital,
which will provide three times more space
than what the Garrand Building currently
offers. James Tower is currently under con-
struction and will be completed in August.
The layout of the building has been in the
works for over 18 months with the help of
a design team that consisted of faculty and
some student representatives. The team vis-
ited eight nursing labs in the United States
to determine what would best meet the de-
mands of the College of Nursing.
"They looked at clinical simulation and
alternate strategies to teaching students what
we call high-reliability care, which means
they have the skills completely drilleddown
before they ever go into a clinical agency,"
said Mary Walker, dean of the College of
Nursing.
The new building will be set up to foster
hands-on learning. Nursing students will be
able to work in exam rooms that are mod-
eled after real hospitals. Actors will come
in as their patients, and the room will be
equipped with camera monitors so the exam
can be reviewed later by both student and
professor.
Another room will be designed to look
like a psychological evaluation room, and
students will alsobe able to simulate in-home
care through a room designed to look like
an apartment.
While there were manyreasons that James
Tower was chosen as the new nursing facil-
ity, there is also an interesting historical
aspect.
"Part of the reason, historically, that
we would think about Providence and the
old Providence Hospital is that [Seattle
Univeristy's] College of Nursing came
from the Providence Hospital School of
Nursing. When it closed we took over the
program in 1937, so in a way it is bringing
the program back to its historical roots,"
explained Walker.
The building is located behind the Con-
nolly Center, conveniently close to cam-
pus.
"The closeness to campus is a really good
opportunity because it is convenient for those
students who don't have cars," commented
Sarah Sjostedt, sophomore nursing major.
The location of the new facility wouldalso
allow nursing students to be near research
facilities.
"The idea was to co-locate so that we
could be close to a research teaching insti-
tution. So not only would we have the lab
but we would have the synergies ofworking
with a hospital," said Michel George, direc-
tor ofFacilities.
Since negotiations are still in the works,
it is too early to estimate the cost of the
project. Walker doesknow, however, that the
project will cost less than therenovations of
the Performing Arts Building and less than
the cost of the Hunthausen Building.
The $5 million donation will also allow
the College ofNursing to increase its enroll-
mentby 100 students, and fund scholarships
to students working on their second degree
and graduate students who are not eligible
for scholarships through the university.
Because thenew building is planned to be
finished in August, Facilities and the Nurs-
ing Department will have time to make sure
all the equipment is working so students can
utilize it this upcoming September.
James Tower, part of the old
Providence Hospital behind the
Connolly Center, is currently
under construction to become
a nursing facility for SU nursing
students.
Photos by Joey Anchondo
Just an underdeveloped, concrete building now, James Tower
will become a state-of-the-art nursing facility by September. This
building, which is three times bigger than the current nursing
building, will have authentic-looking hospital examination rooms
and an array of other things to aid nursing students to simulate
their future occupations.
Haiti ambassador graces SU with his presence
Molly Layman
StaffWriter
What would America be like
without the Mississippi River?
The image of Huckleberry Finn
sailing down the Mississippi River
has become almost as quintessen-
tially "American" as the apple pie,
but what if the Mississippi River
were still owned by France?
As Ambassador Raymond Josef
explains, this is what life may have
been like if Haiti hadn't been the
fighting force it was.
Last week the Haitian ambassa-
dor, Raymond Josef, visited Seattle.
Through a dinner party organized
by ProfessorNancy Burgoyne and a
lecture, Seattle University students
were able to make contact with the
Ambassador and learn of the plight
in Haiti.
Professor Burgoyne organized
the talks, as she explained, "Be-
cause, at some point very soon, the
United States is going to most-like-
ly have to commit troops through
the United Nations, and it's in the
United States' security interest
to stabilize Haiti. Currently there
are so many drugs coming out of
there. It's a breeding ground for
terrorism."
Last Thursday, Apr. 28, Am-
bassador Josef opened the talk
with three songs played on his
harmonica. As he explained, it
was his way to relax and offer the
lucky audience members a chance
to experience Haitian culture.
One song was a traditional vou-
dun song, a dominant religion in
Haiti, thus illustrating one aspect
of Creole life.
On Thursday and Friday the
ambassador came to SU to give a
lecture addressing the similarities
between the current situation in Iraq
and Haiti.However, as Josefpoints
out, due to its size and economic
influence, Haiti remains fairly un-
known in world politics.
According to Josef, without for-
eign aid and total restructuring, the
environmentally-devastated Haiti
will cease to exist.
Currently, 66 percent of Haiti's
population is unemployed. Of
those who are employed, about
two-thirds, depend on the agricul-
tural sector — mostly subsistence
farming. This meager source of
income, however, is unlikely to
last, due to the over-farming that
occurred in previous centuries by
plantation owners; as a result, the
soil has been depleted. The little
soil that had been left for farming
was covered by a water reservoir,
the consequence of a hydroelectric
project that was supposed to revive
the economy.
Josefalso pointed out that it was
only after Napoleon was defeated
by the slave revolt in Haiti that he
was willing to sell, what is now
known as the Louisiana Purchase,
to the U.S.
Therefore, Ambassador Josef
explained, "Haiti helped the U.S.
- now it's time for the U.S. to help
Haiti."
Christy Halcom, junior interna-
tional studies major, commented,
"Going in to the lecture I didn't
have a lot ofbackground informa-
tion. I thought his talk was really
thorough in terms of the history and
current situation, and I also really
appreciated that he laid out facts
and told us to come up with our own
decisions. I found that incredibly
diplomatic."
Many of the difficulties encoun-
tered in Haiti are similar to those
plaguing Iraq's fledging democracy.
For instance, after Aristae was
elected, he instilled his own police
force and dismissed the occupying
armed forces. As Josef explained,
this situation illustrated the diffi-
culty in establishing a local police
force to maintain order, a step that
is commonly regarded as one of
the first in establishing a successful
democracy.
In discussing the establishment
of a democracy, Professor Bur-
goyne also emphasized, "Though
Aristide received 90 percent of the
vote, only 10percent of the popula-
tion voted.This can hardly be seen
as democratic."
Despite some differences, Josef
maintained that the situation in
Haiti acts as a microcosm for many
problems plaguing countries today:
how to develop a sound economic
system with less impact on the
surrounding environment, how to
grow and maintain independence
and democracy in the face of op-
posing interests.
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Haiti Ambassador Raymond Josef gave a talk to
Seattle University students about the similarities
between Haiti and Iraq.
Ambassador Josef spoke to a small number of
students and faculty in a highly unpublicized talk
that SU Professor Nancy Burgoyne organized.
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"All of us here are in very distinguished
company," said William Taylor, this year's
Distinguished Teacher of the Year.
The sounds of support echoed through
campus as alumni filled Campion Ballroom
Tuesday, Apr. 26. Alumni of various ages
and walks of life came together at the 21st
Annual Alumni Awards Celebration and
President's Club Dinner to support their
peers and recognize leaders amongst them
in the community.
The President of the Alumni Board of
Governors Brian McLean, class of 1982,
began the ceremony after an invocation led
by Fr. Patrick O'Leary, SJ, and dinner.
President Stephen Sundborg, SJ, began by
talking about what a great year it has been
for Seattle University.
"We are working at full capacity and vital-
ity," Sundborg said. "We have maintained
the soul of Seattle University, maintained
the mission and integrity of what this school
stands for."
The purpose of the night was to celebrate
those alumni who have stuck out as leaders
among their peers in personal, as well as
professional lives.
"I had a love affair with Seattle Univer-
sity that has lasted over 50 years," Donald
Navoni, class of'Bs, said.
He was awarded Alumnus of the Year.
Struggling with Parkinson's Disease
since the age of 35, Navoni has shown
true courage. He was commended for his
formation of the performing group Western
Opera Association, which later became the
Seattle Opera.
Raymond Scott, class of'77, was awarded
the Community Service Award of the Year
for his work with theNgalu tribe in his native
country Sierra Leone. He inherited the land
from his father, and since then has worked
to improve the lives of his tribal members
by sending much-needed resources.
"Never forget your roots," Scott said.
"They are your foundation. Seattle Univer-
sity taught me a sense of commitment."
Head soccer coach Pete Fewing was
awarded for his outstanding service to Se-
attle University and his dedication to leading
the Redhawks to victory.
"Our selfless attitude [on the field] reflects
our academics," Fewing said. "When you
win a championship, it's not just me... it's
a team award."
The final award of the evening was pre-
sented to Carol Kobuke Nelson, class of
'84, for Outstanding Achievement in the
Professional Arena. Nelson is President of
Everett's Cascade Bank, and has beennamed
one of the three most powerful women in
banking by US Banker Magazine. In 2003,
Washington CEO magazine named her
company the best medium-sized company
to work for in Washington.
"All the speakers and alumni here tonight
reflect the diversity of this university,"
Nelson said. "I feel very honored to be here
among you all."
Photos by Kyle Smith
President Stephen Sundborg,
SJ, and Raymond Scott, class
of '77, shake hands as Scott is
awarded the Community Service
Award of the Year.
Donald Navoni (from left to right), class of '85, was honored as
Alumnus of the Year; head soccercoach Pete Fewing, wasawarded
for his outstanding service to SU; and SU professor William Taylor,
class of '56, received Distinguished Teacher of the Year. Not pic-
tured is Carol Kobuke Nelson, class of '84, who was awarded for





A little over a hundred days after the
Dec. 26 tsunami struck Sri Lanka, re-
construction efforts are far from being
completed.
"There is more than one kind of disas-
ter going on there. There is still a lot of
work to be done," John Roberts, director
of theBuddhist Council of the Northwest,
a nonprofit organization, said.
During a presentation in the Wyckoff
Auditorium last Wednesday, Roberts,
who returned from a month in Sri Lanka
on Mar. 9, discussed the current status of
the general reconstruction effort.
Roberts visited Godagama, a fishing
village on the southwest coast of Sri
Lanka, as part of the reconstruction proj-
ect led by the BCN and the Bellanwila
Community Development Foundation,
a welfare branch of the Bellanwila Ra-
jamaha Vihara temple in Colombo, Sri
Lanka.
Godagama is located in the center of
an eight-mile length of coastline that
was engulfed in some places by a wall
of water 33-feet-high that ran as much
as 300 yards inland.
The tsunami, which destroyed three
quarters of the country's coastline, kill-
ing 31,000 and displacing over 80,000
families, devastated many fishermen's
homes and took away their livelihoods
as fishing canoes and boats were broken
on the rocks. Fishing nets were ripped
beyond repair and many were washed out
to sea, where they continue to threaten
marine life.
In the first phase of the project, the
Buddhist Council of the Northwest plans
to rebuild 40 houses that were completely
destroyed and repair 15 homes that were
badly damaged. The BCN was able to
start the reconstruction project as soon as
they had developed plans and contracted
a builder because they are building on
home sites already owned by the oc-
cupants.
But, as Roberts explained, many other
non-profit organizations working on
reconstruction projects are on stand-by
because the Sri Lankan government has
yet to provide land titles.
"It's not clear what's holding up the
government in some of these areas,"
Roberts said, noting that government cor-
ruption and patronage aren't uncommon
in the country.
According to Roberts, non-profit or-
ganizations face many other challenges
in the reconstruction effort. Continuous
shortages of cement and sand, in addition
to the lack of skilled labor, are slowing
down projects.
"There is not much of a supply chain
to build homes and there are not enough
masons and carpenters," Roberts said.
"You can't take sand from the coast be-
cause you're hurting the ecology, so now
sand is being imported from India, and it
is very expensive," he added.
Twenty-one-year-old Vincent Piha,
sophomore communication studies ma-
jor, was unaware of the many problems
plaguing relief organizations.
"I thought all these organizations were
pretty stable and their reconstruction
plan was ready. They need physical labor
rather than funds - people who are will-
ing to help," Piha said.
The heavy rains of the monsoon are
also slowing the rebuilding pace.
"The monsoon season started and now
it's all mud," Roberts said.
He pointed out that as reconstruction
projects are put on hold, entire families
who lost their homes are living in cramped
tents or in fragile houses that were built
during the first weeks following the di-
saster.
"You hear stories in the paper about
organizations that are building up to 5,000
homes, but they are wooden houses, tem-
porary transitional shelters made to last
during the monsoon," he explained.
As of Mar. 12,BCN had received over
$28,000 dollars to build the first 40 homes,
but a significant decline in the number of
contributions has affected the reconstruc-
tion effort. Roberts explained that, in the
days following the tsunami, donations
poured in, but as the media coverage
waned, organizations such as his are strug-
gling to obtain the funds necessary for the
rebuilding.
"At the time the whole world was cap-
tured by it, but as time goes on, it disap-
peared from TV and the papers. But I can't
emphasize how much work there is still to
be done," Roberts said.
On Apr. 10, a ceremony was held at
Godagama in which 10 new homes were
presented to the owners. Today, BCN is
seeking aid for phase two of the Godagama
project, which will add another 50 new
homes at approximately the same cost.
Roberts, who will be returning to Sri
Lanka in October, encouraged SU students
to continue helping.
"Go there and help in any way. You
don't have to have special skills. There is
so much you can do in so many ways," he
said. "People are still waiting. They are
waiting for anybody who can offer them
any kind of assistance."
For more information on how to help,
contact the Buddhist Council of the
Northwest at (425) 442-0986 or visit
www.buddhistcouncilnw.org
Mariachi, dance and Mexican cuisine
Seattle University is celebrating Cinco de Mayo
today as part of Latino Awareness Week, but does
anyone even know what the celebration is for?
Contrary to popular belief, Cinco de
Mayo is not Mexican Independence Day,
but a celebration of a major battle won
during 1862.
Maximillian, a Hapsburg prince, was sent
by Napoleon 111, a French emperor, to rule
the Mexican territory. The French army
invaded Mexico with the best equipment,
and planned to attack Mexico City and
conquer thenation.
Colonel Diaz, as ordered by General
Zaragosa, sent theirbest troops to counter-
attack the French army. Though the French
army was double the size of the Mexican
cavalry, the Mexicans won the battle, keep-
ing Napoleon from claiming the territory
as his own.
Cinco de Mayo marks the victory of the
Mexican Army over theFrench at theBattle
ofPuebla. Although the Mexican army was
eventually defeated, the "Batalla de Puebla"
came to represent a symbol of Mexican
unity and patriotism.
With this victory, Mexico demonstrated
to the world that Mexico and all ofLatin
America were willing to defend themselves
of any foreign intervention.
The rise in Cinco de Mayo's popular-
ity in the United States can be attributed
to the Chicano student movement of the
late 19605. Inspired by student-activists
nationwide, members of the MEChA orga-
nization in California sought to find a day
ofcelebration that highlighted their largely
Mexican ancestry.
Over the years this holiday grew outside
university circles and its activist roots, and
was absorbed by mainstream culture in the
Southwest United States.
SU's chapter of MEChA invites you to









Transgender issues were the focus of
two Triangle Club events held last week
for GenderAwareness Week.
SU's triangle club localized this
week, created by the Intersex Society
of North America. The only other uni-
versity to hold similar events for the
week ofApr. 21-29 was the University
of California, Davis.
For the first event, Dr. Susan Hawkins
brought two transgendered people
to speak: Lore Dickey, a female-to-
male transgender (FTM), and Jessie
Oberreuter, a male-to-female (MTF)
transgender.
Oberreuter, who gave a highly per-
sonal account ofwhat being transgender
is like, detailed the complex nature of
being transgender, insisting that she be
referred to as "gender complicated."
Oberreuter compared being transgen-
dered to being multiracial, being two
things and yet neither at once, thus being
shunned and misunderstoodby society.
"I wouldn't want to be one or the
other; I like being recognized as gender
complicated. If people call me 'sir,' it
bothers me as much as when people re-
ally seem to go out of their way to treat
me like a woman," said Oberreuter.
Dickey said he doesn't believe that
only 10 percent of the transgender
population is MTF.
"I think it's easier for FTMs to pass
for men," he said.Dickey now has a full
beard and sings baritone in the Seattle
Men's Chorus, but makes it a point
to be "completely honest about [his]
parts," as he hasn't had the full surgery,
which for FTMs costs from $60,000
to $100,000 and according to Dickey,
"doesn't even look that good."
Like Oberreuter, Dickey also identi-
fies as gender complicated. Although
he looks and feels like a man, he was a
woman for 35 years ofhis life and never
experienced the pressure of believing
his feelings were unmanly.
"I'm still waiting for that white male
privilege" Dickey joked.
Dickey, who now identifies as a gay
man, spent 35 years ofhis life as a les-
bian, but admitted that he never truly
understood sex.
Once Dickey began taking testoster-
one shots, he found that he felt more
aroused than normal, so he had to lower
his intake of the hormone.
"I have a new respect for pubescent
boys. I could control the amount of
testosterone I took, but they can't,"
said Dickey.
Similarto Dickey, Oberreuter also ad-
mitted that she didn'tfully understand
sex before her transformation.
Since taking estrogen hormones and
having surgery, she felt even less sexual,
and was too afraid to date men, but
hinted that she identified with women
too much to have sexual relations with
them either.
Oberreuter also gave a personal ac-
count ofher transformationand experi-
ence with electrolysis, which she called
"paying for a torture session."
She called the gender reassignment
surgery remarkably painless, but also
said the needles were the worst part of
the transition.
Emma Hunter, freshmen philosophy
major, helped publicize gender aware-
ness week through word of mouth,
email and making posters.
She said both speakers were "appro-
priate for the discussion, given each of
their stages in the process. Lore gave
insightful and informative comments
about trans issues while Jessie gave a
more intimate, detail-orientedpersonal
story."
But Hunter felt that last Wednesday's
movie showing was the most informa-
tive event.
The movie, "Is it a Boy or a Girl?"
was produced by the Intersex Society of
North America. Jane Goto, a represen-
tative from the group, was available to
answer questions after the film.
This is the second annual Gender
Awareness Week, but the first time SU
has participated in it.
Faculty, staff learn to find
spirituality in everyday life
Canda Harbaugh
News Editor
Last Thursday was a sunny and un-
eventful day for a number of Seattle
University students, many of whom
didn't even get out of bed until noon.
Little did they know that, in an an-
nual tradition, faculty and staffspent the
morning listening and discussing SU's
Jesuit Catholic mission.
The themefor this year's Mission Day
was "Educating the Whole Person: The
Spiritual Dimension."
Keynote Speaker Dr. Jennifer Lind-
holm, project director of the Higher
Education Research Institute at UCLA,
reported current research on spirituality
in higher education.
She explained that a national study
suggests that college students have a
strong interest in spirituality, but find
few opportunities to engage that inter-
est in the academic setting. Lindholm
finished by moderating a panel of five
SU students who reacted to her findings.
Students talked about the role spiritual-
ity plays in their everyday activities at
SU.
President Stephen Sundborg, SJ,
then spoke about spirituality at Seattle
University.
Sundborg said that as aCatholic Jesuit
university, one key vision is to "find God
alreadypresent in people's deepest inspi-
rations, and to welcome and work with
God already active in the individual, in
the community and in the culture."
He listed places thathe saw God at SU
- nurses who work in vulnerable com-
munities, Sue Jackel's coffee for justice,
and the science and engineering senior
projects -just to name a few. Sundborg
urged everyone to promote inspiration
and spirituality in their everyday lives.
"We do not need to turn ourselves into
monks, nuns, Jesuits, gurus or spiritual
revelers," said Sundborg. "The con-
versation can be real — about what we
really do — and we can be real."
SECURITY REPORTS
Public Safety just got safer.
Say hello to the Security Report
mascot. Some call her Killer; others
affectionately refer to her as Sunny.
Friday, April 22
Medical Assist
At 3:20 p.m., a faculty member
reported to P.S. that a student had
fallen and lost consciousness on
the fourth floor ofBannan. P.S. and
■responded. The student waso be having medication prob-
II S.F.D. transported the studenthospital,i.m., a student reported that she)ike in the 11th and East Cherry;e about a week ago and upon return-
ing discovered the front wheel and other items
were taken.
Saturday, April 23
■f/ Trespassight, some studentsreported to P.S. thatownmale followed some other students
into Xavier residence hall. The witnesses fol-
lowed the unknown male, and he told them to
leave him alone. They contacted P.S. and re-
ported the male had left the building, southbound
on 11 thAve. P.S. staff made an area search, but
was unable to locate the person.
Accident
At 1 p.m., a student reported to P.S. that they
were playing softball in Logan Field and hit a
ball out of the field fence line, which struck a
parked vehicle and broke the windshield. P.S. is
following up with the vehicle's owner.
MedicalAssist
At 4:50 p.m., a student reported he was using
some weights in the Connolly Center andpulled
a muscle in his back. The studentrequested P.S.
given him a vehicle escortback to his residence
Theft
At 11:20 p.m., a student reported to P.S. that
someone took her boyfriend's camera from her
purse in the Campion Ballroom kitchen, while
she was attending the Mariannas Fiesta. An an-
nouncement was made, asking the group to look
for a lost camera, but nothing was turned in.
Sunday, April 24
Criminal Trespass Warning
At 6:20 p.m., P.S. staff on patrol came upon a
transient male urinating in the bushes and a fe-
male sitting in a shopping cart on the south side
of Pigott. Both individuals were cooperative,
identified themselves and then left campus.
Monday, April 25
Suspicious Circumstance
At 10:30 p.m., a student reported an unknown
male hadbeen in the laundry room on a couple of
occasions when she arrived to wash her clothes.
The student was concerned the man was stealing
laundry because he left the area wearing differ-
ent clothes than when he arrived.
Malicious Mischief
At 2:45 p.m., P.S. staff on patrol found the glass
broken in an east door ofLemieux Library. It
appeared the glass had been kicked.
Auto Prowl
At 4:40 p.m., a student, whose vehicle was
parked in the Broadway Parking Garage, found
the rear driver's side window broken. The stu-
dent did not observe anything miss-
ing at the time of the report.
Tuesday, April 26
Criminal Trespass
At 1:20 a.m., a facilities person
who was cleaning in the Admin-
istrationBuilding found a person
l asleep in the classroom. The maleI had entered the building through
an open door while cleaning was
taking place. The male
was identified and
- checked by S.P.D,
then issued a trespass
At 12:30 p.m., a staff person reported that
money had been taken from an un-secured loca-
tion on four separate occasions in the Connolly
Center last week. This week the location has
been secured and nothing found missing.
Telephone Harassment
A student who lives in the Campion residence
hall reported having received a number of ha-
rassing telephone calls and one harassing e-mail
over the past few weeks. P.S. is investigating.
Wednesday, April 27
MedicalAssist
At 7:30 p.m., P.S. staff responded to the Con-
nolly Center for a student who strained his knee.
The student declined any further medical atten-
tion and had his brother drive him home.
Thursday, April 28
Malicious Mischief
At 2 p.m., the School of Law janitorial staff
found graffiti etching on a window adjacent to
the west entrance to the Law building.
Medical Assist
At 2:15 p.m., a studentreported to P.S. a fellow
student/friend ofhers was in her room suffering
breathing problems. The student was transported
And now, for the security
report of the week...
On Wednesday, Apr. 27, at 6:20 p.m., S.P.D.
and P.S. and S.P.D. responded to the vehicle
turn-around between Bellarmine Hall and
the Law Building. Two people pulled over
to argue about one having shot water from a
squirt gun onto the other one's vehicle. S.P.D.
informed both drivers that the complaint is
not a criminal offense, but is poor judgment.
Both drivers are not related to SU and cleared
campus.
Photo by Joey Anchondo
These two non-SU-affiliated females
are the culprits, wielding a squirt gun
whileposing in front of their car. The
victim, an angry man in an SUV, de-
clined to have his picture taken.
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The debate over birth control on campus
Lauren Padgett
Staff Writer
Ifyou ask sexually active students
what they fear the most, many will say an
unwanted pregnancy or the contraction
ofan STD. Today, the use ofprotection
is advocated everywhere from the media
to middle-school classrooms nationwide.
On campus at Seattle University, however,
finding and buying contraceptives is a
pretty difficult task.
"We do not distributecondoms
or other contraceptives," stated Maura
O'Connor, the director of the Student
Health Center at Seattle University.
"It's definitely not a good thing that
[Seattle University] doesn't offer contra-
ceptives," said Paula Carvalho, a freshman
history major. "It's just stupid to think
teenagers aren't having sex."
"Just because birth control isn't
offered here doesn't mean its not around,
either," freshman creative writing major
Krystal Corbray agreed.
Seattle University aligns itself with
the teachings and philosophy of the Catho-
lic Church. Much debate has been directed
towards the Church's conservative view on
the morality ofbirth control and its uses,
even among married couples. Sex outside
of marriage is prohibited.
Since the Second Vatican Counsel,
the Catholic Church has made their stance
ofsexuality and the use of birth control
very clear. The Catholic Church is against
'unnatural' forms ofbirth control, and
instead advocates what they call 'natural
family planning,' (NFP) among married
couples.
The planning includes having sex
to reproduce, and knowing at what point
in a woman's menstrual cycle she is most
fertile. According to NFP, there are 100
hours a month a woman can get pregnant,
and pinpointing and avoiding those days
if you do not wish to become pregnant is
according to the Church "morally safe and
healthy."
Contraceptives and other methods
ofbirth control and sexual protection are
prohibited, even in places such as Africa,
whereAIDS and overpopulation are a
growing concern. As Cardinal Joseph Ratz-
inger takes therole as Pope, it is clear that
little will change anytime soon.
"[Ratzinger] believes very strongly in
the revelation that comes from God through
Christ that the Catholic Church main-
tains," says Seattle University President Fr.
Stephen Sundborg. "There will be no doubt
that he will maintain a clear, firm line on
those types of moral issues. We don't know
what the consequences of that will be but
we should not expect that this Pope is go-
ing to change on any of those matters."
"I realize that birth control runs con-
trary to Catholic beliefs, but Jesuits have
always gone askew of traditional Catholic
doctrine," says Ty Swenson, a senior soci-
ology major. "This is a population that re-
ally needs that supply, and the school nurse
shouldbe a place to get that supply."
Although Seattle University prohibits
the sale and distribution ofcontraceptives
on campus, the Health Center does offer
prescriptions for oral contraceptives.
"The University acknowledges the
fact that contraceptives have a multipur-
pose use and leaves the decision up to the
medical provider/patient relationship to
determine the need for such medication,"
O'Connor states. "For students to receive
such medication, they need an initial ap-
pointment with a provider in the Student
Health Center."
"We advise using the A-B-C-D meth-
od [when students come to us,]" O'Connor
stated. "The initials stand for Abstinence,
Being faithful in a mutually monogamous
relationship ifyou are sexually active,
consistent and correct condom use if you
are not using A or B, and Disclosure to
partners about your history of disease and
other partners."
Most students look off-campus to
receive the care and information they need.
Planned Parenthood is the top sexual health
center in the country, serving over 5 million
young people a year.
"No one wants STDs or an unwanted
pregnancy," said Bob Phillips, a senior
mechanical engineering major.
"The Catholic Church needs to re-
evaluate where it stands on [such matters],"
said Dan'l Knowles, also a senior mechani-
cal engineering major.
Down the street from Seattle Univer-
sity is Gay City, which offers anonymous and
confidential HIV/STD testing for men. The
services they offer are free and they do more
than just testing-counseling sessions for gay,
bisexual and transgender youth are offered as
well.A part of the Broadway community for
over 10 years, Gay City offers an alternative
option for those looking for help.
No matter what opinions one may have
on premarital sex, safety is always a primary
concern. There are options available for stu-
dents on and offcampus who wish to talk to
someone about their sexual health.
"I realize that birth
control runs contrary
to Catholic beliefs, but
Jesuits have always





"We do not distribute
condoms or other con-
traceptives. "
Maura O'Connor,
director of the stu-
DENT Health Center
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SU upholds its commitment to the environment
Molly Layman
Staff Writer
assigned by your professors?
Little comes to mind, which is why Seattle University's
fountain has become a hot spot for undergrads basking in the
sunshine. As you may have noticed, SU's campus is bursting
with color as spring approaches and plants begin blossoming.
The numerous gardens situated about campus are vivid
reminders of SU's commitment to greenery, but these visible
indicators are only half of the story when discussing green-
friendly practices.
The presence ofrecycling receptacles located next to
almost every garbage reposito- gj '
ry on campus is only one smallr3
part of the acclaimed recycling
programs on campus.
New industry reports
reveal that plastic bottle recy-
cling rates in the United States have dropped substantially
since 1995; rates are about half ofwhat they were in 1995.
According to statistics cited by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, more than 25 billionplastic sodabottles are
sold annually in the United States.
Each year 114billion plastic bottles are taken to
landfills rather than reused in recycled products. The rise
in popularity ofbottled water, mixed with the already high
consumption ofbottled sodas are producing waste faster
than consumers are adopting more "green" practices.
With this obvious hesitance to adopt the sometimes
less convenient option of finding a recycling receptacle,
rather than trash can, it is encouraging to note that SU is
attempting to make recycling just as accessible.
Since 1998, through various re-use or recycling
1 programs on campus, Seattle
.University has diverted nearly
50 percent ofwaste on campus
from landfills. This average
is higher than most normal
households, yet SU is mark-
edly larger.
One notable re-use
program is the "SUrplus"
r—lstore managed by the Environ-
—™ mental Services Office. This
store sells various pieces of equipment that are no longer
used on campus, like tables, desks, computer equipment
and building supplies. Through this program SU is able to
prevent equipment in good condition from going to waste.
It is also ESO that offers the reusable SU mugs that
when used, through a partnership with Bon Appetit, offers
discounts on beverages purchased on campus.
More recently SU has opened a composting facility
between Cherry Street and Columbia, where nearly a ton
of food waste generated each week in the kitchen during
food preparation by Bon Appetit can be transformed into
rich soil for campus landscaping.
Other yard waste and feed stocks on campus are also
included in the composting facility. Previously, SU had to
ship this waste to an off-site location. The new compost-
ing facility is the first of its kind to open in any school in
Washington State.
"We have a compost pile at my house, but my par-
ents are sort ofhippies. I never really expected some place
as large as SU to practice this. That's really great to hear,"
JenniferThomas, junior communication studies major
explains.
In addition to composting, SU landscapers leave the
grass clippings produced during lawn maintenance to also
add nutrients to the soil and prevent the incorporation of
grass clippings in to landfills where they are rendered use-
less.
Though students on campus may not realize the mea-
sures taken by SU, the university's diligent efforts have not
gone unrecognized.
In 1999, Seattle University was deemed WasteWise
Program Champion by the EPA. The following year, the
EPA recognized the University as the nation's top environ-
mental college naming it Partner of the Year.
WasteWise is a voluntary program that encour-
ages members to, according to the EPA website, "design
programs that reduce municipal solid waste, such as plastic
bottles, electronic equipment, aluminum cans and corru-
gated packaging."
In 2003, SU was winner of the BEST (Businesses for
an Environmentally Sustainable Tomorrow) Award for en-
vironmental leadership due to its commitment to "improv-
Promoting a Green Thumb:
In 2004, Seattle University was
awarded the prestigious "Gover-
nor's Award forPollution Pre-
vention and Sustainability."
Photo by Kyle Smith
See ENVIRONMENT , page 9
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Rivironmental performance."The BEST program recognizess businesses that make substantialbutions to water conservation, waste
prevention and recycling, energy conser-
vation, energy conservation, storm water
pollution prevention, sustainable building
and innovation in conservation.
Most recently, in 2003 Seattle Uni-














This commitment to the environment,
however, extends far beyond the campus.
Programs within many of the schools on
campus emphasize sustainability.
The SUPER (Seattle University
Project on the Environment and Recycling)
was initiated in June 2000 to allow chem-
istry students an opportunity to participate
in service learning. The program sponsors
several research projects at Seattle U that
focus on environmental issues around
campus.
In the Business school, a collabora-
tion of business leaders, educators, scien-
tists and professionals work together to
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Besides recycling facilities, SU has a
composting unit, where nearly a ton of
food waste generated each week in Bon
Appetit's kitchen can be transformed into
rich soil for campus landscaping.
Keeping the campus accessible to all
Becky Lee
Guest Writer
Determination, goal oriented and fun
loving; all these words describe Richard
Okamoto, the disabilities specialist at SU.
Okamoto has achieved a great deal in
his last 41 years, some more difficult than
others, but each experience has contributed
to his success.
Okamoto was born on June 28, 1963
in a small suburb outside ofSanta Barbara.
He grew up in a residential area on the
edge of the foothills overlooking the orange
orchards and walnut grove.
"My backyard was basically the or-
ange orchard; we use to have orange fights
with the neighborhood kids, those were
great times!" Okamoto said.
Okamoto enjoyed his childhood
immensely. The beach was only a few
minutes away allowing him and his friends
to spend many hours in the sun.
"California is wonderful! Three
hundred days of sun per year allowed me to
do many outdoor activities and have a year-
round tan," Okamoto joked.
Okamoto's family is a large part of
his life. His father is an electrical engineer
for a private company in Santa Barbara.
His job includes making electrical plans for
state hospitals, government buildings and
courtrooms.
His mother is a homemaker, she vol-
unteers at their local school and throughout
their community. His mother grew up in
a time when college was not as important
for women, so her parents didn't support
her on her decision to go to college. She
wanted to get a degree so she put herself
through community college.
As a child, Okamoto dreamed of
becoming a doctor, but after entering the
University ofCalifornia Davis one thing
changed his life forever: organic chemistry.
"I hated organic chemistry; there was
nothing that I liked about it!" Okamoto
lassassss
helping people with various health prob-
lems.
"I quickly found out that I didn't en-
joy working with sick people, I knew there
were other ways of helping people. I found
thatpsychology was a more suited major
for me," he said.
Okamoto graduated from the Univer-
sity ofCalifornia Davis with two bache-
lor's degrees, one in psychology and the
other in bacteriology. He then went on to
get his master's at Colorado State Univer-
sity. While attending Colorado State, he
worked as a resident hall director.
"Working as a resident hall director
had its ups and downs, but it was a great
way to earn some extra money and a free
place to live. I knew this wasn't something
I wanted to do for a long time, so this was
my encouragement to find a real job," he
said.
I With his motivation to get away from1-hour a day job, he began to look forelsewhere. His destiny fell into his; while attending a national conven-or psychology.Seattle Pacific University offered
him a job working in their learning center











Disabilities Specialist for Seattle Univer-
■Okamoto's job involves meeting with:nts, helping faculty and staff under--1 the accommodations that are needed
with disabilities and to make
t the university is fulfilling their
ty for those students,
his free time, he enjoys many ac-
;uch as reading, kayaking, cycling,
a.
"I'm really into yoga right now;







takes part in Mochitsuki. A Japanese tradi-
tion, Mochitsuki involves making sweet
In ancient Japan, rice was a unique
food used only for special occasions and
holidays. Rice was offered as one of the
first crops to the gods. Traditionally, Mochi
cakes were hand pounded. Each person
would take a turn pounding the rice using
a wooden mallet and reflect on the gods'
blessings and the events of the past year.
This process was thought to bring good
luck.
"Rice pounding or Mochitsuki is an
all day event. It has been a family tradition
for as long as I can remember, it's a happy
time for all ofus."
Currently, Okamoto is working
toward a doctorate in education leadership
through Seattle University.
"My advice to those who are pursu-
ing their dreams is to go for it!" he says.
"Don't allow others to influence your
decisions. You are the only one who knows
what you want, so don't be afraid to work
hard."
"I knew there were other ways of
helping -people. Ifound that psy-
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Forty-one-year-old Richard Okamoto, disabilities specialist at
SU, is from Santa Barbara, Calif.
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Metals
What's In America's Trash?
Trash Type Percentage Tonnage
paper 40.4% 71.6 million tons
)'
arC' . 17.6% 31.6 million tonstrimmings
metals 8.5% 15.3 million tons
plastics 8.0% 14.4 million tons
food scraps 7.4% 13.2 million tons
glass 7.0% 12.5 million tons
20.8 million tons
other 11.6% (e.g., rubber, leather, textiles, wood,
miscellaneous inorganic wastes)







Fate of No. 7
Redhawks uncertain
Purdy ties conference
record with home run
No. 12
StaffWriter
The Seattle University Redhawk Softball
team is getting hot right when it needs to.
After a season of ups and downs both on
and off the field, the women's game is peak-
ing at just the right time to keep alive the
team's chance to advance to the Far West
Regional playoffs.
Over the last 19 games, SU has had a stel-
lar 16-3 record, including a 7-1 run in their
last eight. With just four games remaining,
two at home on Friday against the Central
Washington Wildcats (14-8,22-23), and two
in Monmouth, Ore. this Saturday against the
Western Oregon Wolves (5-14, 12-31), Se-
attle has the opportunity to close the season
on a nine-game winning streak and make a
solid statement for a postseason bid.
All this good news, however, comes with a
bit ofa catch. Even ifthe Redhawks do close
out their season spotless from here on out,
their destiny is out of their control. To qualify
for Regionals, the team must be ranked in the
top six of the region. As of now, the women
are sitting seventh, right behind Chico State
(17-11, 30-14), who SU beat 4-3 on Apr. 3.
In order for the Redhawks to move up, they
must sweep their final four games and hope
for the NCAA point system to swing in their
favor.
thing we've got and win
four more games," head
coach Dan Powers said af-
ter two wins over Western
Washington on Sunday. "If
we do that it will be very
tough for them to keep us
out. We have really come
around at the right timeand
are playing some exciting-
fun softball. We are just
beginning to reach our potential and I hope
we have a shot to continue this wild ride in
The Redhawks continued their winning
ways over the weekend in Bellingham. After
laggames with the Western Washington>s last Monday at Logan Field, SU gut-t two wins over the Vikings on theroad,id 4-3. Neitheraffair was an easy one.h freshman Erin Martin on the mound,
; used strong defense and timelyhitting
from a variety ofplayers to down the Vikings
in game one. The Redhawks got hot from the
start when junior captain Marjalena Santos
nailed a single. Jane Purdy followed that up
Rbig blast, her 12thhomerun of the year,tied the conference record and gave: to a 2-0 lead,ior Stephanie Stone would bring in
lan Lindsey Aucutt later in the game
on her second single of the day, adding an
insurance run and putting SU up for good
at 3-0.
"Every gamedown the stretch is a must win
game. We jumped on them early in this one
and Martin held them down," Powers said.
"We never gave up and kept battling. It was
a great team effort."
Gametwo was another battle between the
■:onference foes. The Vikings jumped3 3-0 early on and was able to hold theawks scoreless through six innings.
However, in the seventh and final inning,
SU was able to come alive on the offensive
Liz Meyer and Purdy both
singled, and sophomore Katie
Ledbetter stepped up to the
plate with two outs. Ledbetter
bashed her third homerun of
the year, driving in three tying
■nd sending the game intoinnings.
"Ledbetter has been really
I'ng on strong and her atire getting better and bet-Powers said. "In the home-t bat she had a 3-0 countook two strikes because Iher the take sign. She got
ch she could handle and
drove it out of the park."
In the ninth Krystal Duncan
nailed a single before Purdy
stepped up and hit her second
game-winning hit of the day in
the top of the inning. Martin
allowed justone hit and closed
Re game for her secondthe day and 14th of ther hitting is coming aliveore people are contrib-
uting throughout the line up.
Duncan came up with a clutch
hit in the ninth to set up Jane,"
Powers exclaimed after the ex- |
tra-innings win. "Aucutt and Stone are both
really coming around well in the middle of
our lineup."
With the two wins this weekend, SU
stands at a solid 27-14 overall and 17-6 in
the GNAC. With four straight wins over the
weekend, the squad will jump over the 30
win mark and make their bid for regionals
even stronger.
"We have to win our last four games to
have a shot at theplayoffs. All theother teams
in contention have finished their seasons and
now we have to catch themwith our makeup
games," Powers said. "The top seven teams
in the West Region are very good and it is
unfortunate one of us won't make it to the
Regional tournament."
The ladies are at home this Friday against
Central Washington for their final home
games of the year. For seniors Liz Meyer,
Krystal Duncan, and Stephanie Stone, it is
their final game at Logan Field. Catch the
action in doubleheader style at 2 p.m.
"We have to win our last
four games to have a shot
at the playoffs. The top
seven teams in the West
Region are very good and
it is unfortunate one of us
won't make it to the re-
gional tournament."
HEAD COACH DAN POWERS
Senior outfielderLiz Meyer connects for one of her two dou-
bles in the Redhawks 5-0 win over Saint Martin's on Apr. 27.
Meyer will play in her final home games this Friday at 2 p.m.
Photos by Joey Anchondo
Freshman third baseman Lindsey Aucutt drops the ball allowing Saint Mar-





W-L Pet W-L Pet Strk
Humboldt State 21-1 .955 59-3 .952 Wll
Seattle I). 14-6 .700 27-14 .659 W6
Western Washington 14-6 .700 20-17 .541 L2
Central Washington 14-8 .636 22-23 .489 L8
Western Oregon 5-14 .263 12-31 .279 LI
Saint Martin's 4-19 .174 10-35 .222 L8




JanePurdy-SU .436 TracyMotzny - HSU 0.86
Liza Teichler- WWU .433 Lizzy Prescott - HSU 1.12
Lydia Foster - WOU .430 Sarah Withers - CWU 1.73
Brandi Harrison- HSU .389 Erin Martin- SU 1.81
Nancy Harbeson - HSU .363 Nicole Walker - WWU 2.50
Home Runs Wins
JanePurdy - SU 12 Tracy Motzny - HSU 30-2
Brandi Harrison - HSU 8 Lizzy Prescott - HSU 24-1
Megan Sutherland - HSU 7 Erin Martin- SU 16-5
Patty Martinez - CWU 7 Jackie Quint - WWU 11-6
Katie Ledbetter - SU 5 Sara Badgley - CWU 11-8
RBI s Strikeouts
Jessica Padilla - HSU 54 Lizzy Prescott - HSU 181
Brandi Harrison - HSU 48 Adrian Herman - NNU 165
Megan Sutherland - HSU 45 Sara Badgley - CWU 157
Jane Purdy-SU 38 Tracy Motzny - HSU 154
Nancy Harbeson- HSU 34 Erin Martin - SU 101
WEST COAST RANKINGS - 1. Humboldt State (59-3) 2. Cal State Dominguez
Hills (42-9) 3. Montana State-Billings (34-12) 4. San Francisco State (36-18) 5. Ha-
waii-Hilo (31-9) 6. Cal State Chico (30-14) 7. Seattle (27-14) 8. Cal State Bakers-





Four years ago, in the fall of 2001, the
women's softball team had never produced
a winning season. The program had been
alive for years and the team was a part of a
University that had a history of successful
athletic programs, including a national soccer
title in 1997.
Things would change that year, however,
when three shy and petite freshman walked
on a campus sandwiched between 12th Ave
and Broadway Ave.
Krystal Duncan, a 5-foot-5 catcher from
Yoncalla, Ore., Liz Meyer, a 5-foot-3 outfield-
erfrom Helena, Mont, and Stephanie Stone, a
5-foot-4 outfielderfrom Spokane, Wash, were
ready to add a new chapter to the SU history
book by lifting the softball program from the
basement of the region to a benchmark team
recognized across the nation.
This unique trio of seniors couldn't have
experienced different paths leading into
Juniorseasons this;an dived headfirste starting catchern when she was aan and earned first11-region honors.>o led her team inins with three thathe following twoshe would beginmown as the best■ in the history ofAC and become ayrtheßedhawksondes of the plate,f toughestplayers Ishe catches almost
every game is always banged up from her du-
ties," head coach Dan Powers says about his
latcher. "Yet she is still able to play at aevel. She's amazing."ne, meanwhile, didn't make these con-ions like her teammate did over the firstseasons,a freshman, the Gonzaga Prep graduate
had just one hit in her role as a reserve. "Fresh-
Iyear was tough," Stone says. "I did a lotLint work for the team. I guess you couldne the errand girl."
e next two years were a slow progres-
sion for Stone. When it came to getting her
Ing time on the field, she slowly workedstarting position this season for coach;rs. Finally joining Duncan and Meyer; starting lineup,though Meyer didn't jump into the Red-
; lineup the way Duncan did either, the
er Capital Bruin earned a right to start
22 games and saw significant playing time on
the field and at the plate. During her sopho-
more and junioryears, Meyer saw increasing
amounts ofaction and has become one of the
signature players of the conference.
Liz has been a stable force on the team forur years," Powers says ofhis lefty. "She;arded as one of the toughest outs in the:rence and every other coach is happy toerfinally graduate. She has been frustrat-lumboldt State for four years and Frankk, head coach, is one of the happiest."e separate paths that these seniors havei haven't beenable tokeep themfrom get-iretty close to one another. And after apairccessful seasons in 2002 and 2003, thes have carried over the momentum from:lling the squad to a third-place finish in;gion last season. It was Seattle U's firstirance in postseason softball, ever. Andjust may do it again this year,started freshman year," Duncan says,
sitting next to Meyer, "and justbuiltup every
Iafter that. We started playing really wellvinning as a team."\h the season where it is right now, theirs are hoping todown the stretchiave a shot toplay: post season./e just want toid it as long asan," Meyer says.
"We realize this is our
last year and we want
for the three seniors,
Kcially becausee bond they've
formed and the trials
they've overcome in the past.
"I almost wasn't going to play this year.. .1
dealt with some garbage," Stone says, shuf-
fling her feet. "I put a lot ofeffort into it, and it
was hard to not see therewards. I was hoping
for more last year. I got frustrated. I decidedI
had to play, I wanted that teambond. We want
to look back and say we did ourbest. Everyone
adjusted so well."
"It wasn't a given Stephanie would come
back," Meyer adds. "We worked hard for this
season."
Even if the Redhawks aren't able to
scrounge up a postseason birth this year, the
three seniors on the squad can take full credit
for the rebirth of the program itself.
"We have high expectations," Duncan
says. "People want to beat us now, and teams
know that - teams bring their better game out
against us."
"We definitely have targets on our backs
now," Meyer says. "We're a premiere pro-
gram."
Apremiere program for sure, thanks to three
premiere players.
Photos by JoeyAnchondo
Seniors Liz Meyer, left, Krystal Duncan, and
Stephanie Stone hope their last season ends
in their second playoff appearance.
School records for track
and field continue to fall
Austin Burton
Staff Writer
At the final track meet before the Great
Northwest Athletic Conference champion-
ships, another Seattle University school
record fell in something that has become a
trend this season.
Junior Ashley Burns soared 15 feet, 9
inches in the women's long jump at the
Western Washington Twilight meet last
Friday, breaking the previous school record
by 3 'A inches. It was the 11th time a school
record has been broken in the past month by
SU athletes. Another record-breaker at the
Twilight meet was freshman Nick Shekeryk,
who broke his own marks in the men's shot
put (40-5 54) and discus (113-8).
Distance runners Alana Garciaand Robert
Renninger didn't break any records at the
Twilight, but did turn in first-place perfor-
mances. Garcia, a sophomore, won the 5,000-
a junior, won the 1,500 in 4:06.97.
Other notable SU results last Friday in-
cluded freshman Charisse Arce, who finished
fifth in the 800 in 2:25.98; sophomore Gar-
I;rown placing second in the 400-meteres in 57.87, junior Taylor Choyce com-i second in the 110hurdles in 16.64 andr Faruk Punjani finishing second in the
neters (11.1) and 200 (22.61).
The team now turns its attention to the
GNAC championships, which will be held
this weekend at Central Washington Univer-
sity. Sixteen Redhawks have met provisional
qualifying marks for the GNAC meet, in 28
events. Senior Kelly Fullerton has qualified
in four events: the 200, 1500, 5000 and the
steeplechase. Punjani (100,200,400), sopho-
more Casey Mangold (100, 200, 400) and
Garcia(3000,5000,10000) have qualified in
1:e,while Renninger (1500,Choyce (110 hurdles, highmd Arce (200, 1500) have:d in two events. The restledhawks who have quali-the GNAC meet are Burnsimp), Brown (400hurdles),yk (shot put), sophomorev Lybarger (10,000), sopho-[athanHeitzinger( 10,000),an Lucas Franco (10,000),Michael Hughes (steeple-
junior Lydia Lauer (3,000)
phomore Teresa Mathias
(javelin).
Photo by Becky Lawrence
'02 gradrunning for research
Austin Burton
Staff Writer
Eddie McLaughlin, a Seattle Univer-
sity 2002 alumnus and former center on the
Redhawks basketball team, is now running
marathons for cancer research instead ofwind
sprints for his coaches.
Living and working in New York City
as a broker dealer for Washington Mutual,
McLaughlin will run in the Rock n' Roll
Marathon in San Diego on Jun. 5 as a part of
the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society's Team
in Training.
The team, which has 90 members, is raising
funds to help the LLS find a cure for leuke-
mia and lymphoma. They are hoping to raise
$400,000 collectively, whileMcLaughlin has
set his personal goal of$5,000.
"It's a good cause, and [running] is some-
thing I enjoy doing," McLaughlin said in a
phone interview.
McLaughlin's mother died from cancer in
September 2000 after having the disease for
eight years.
"Because of that, I felt some sort of lineage
to the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society,"
McLaughlin said. "That was my motiva-
tion."
Soon after leaving SU, McLaughlin got
into distancerunning. In 2002, he ran a half-
marathon. In 2003, he ran a full marathon,
26 miles, in Seattle, finishing in 3 hours, 42
minutes. He said his goal for the race in San
Diego is 3 hours, 10 minutes. That time is
necessary for McLaughlin to qualify for a
spot in the Boston Marathon.
He has raised a little under $4,700 ac-
cording to his web page. Anyone interested
in making a donationmay do so through his
website, http://www.active.com/donations/
fundraise_public .cfm?key=eddiemac.
Photo Courtesy of Elite Racing, Inc
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"Hitchikers Guide" Movie a Hit
Andrew Wagner
Guest Writer
The recently made movie of Douglas
Adams' Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy
will leave diehard fans of the book wanting
more. Many of the important details from
the stories are cut out of the film to meet
time constraints, and as a result, viewers who
have not read the books could potentially be
confused.
While the books were satirical and clever,
many of the witty one-liners and laugh-out-
loud moments are retooled and are not nearly
as funny, or are simply removed, making the
film only slightly amusing in comparison.
The most evident examples of this exist in
the dialogue. Much of the dialogue taken
from the book is chopped up, losing aspects
which make them funny or sometimes even
not make sense.
As I said before, the storyline of the film
can be somewhat confusing for someone
who has not read the books. The characters
travel around throughout the film, and by
coincidence, they always get to where they
need to be. A sort of lack of coherence exists
throughout the film as it jumpsfrom scene to
scene without the much-needed explanations
which are given in the book. Some of this can
be attributed to the insertion ofelements from
the other books into the film at random places.
Along with the removal ofvital information,
the creators of the film add in completely
unrelated, pointless scenes, which don'texist
in the original book.
One aspect of the film that helped save it
was the acting. By far the best fitting role
is Alan Rickman, who acts as the voice of
Marvin, a chronically depressed robot. His
voice perfectly conveys the feelings of great
depression that existwithin the massive brain
that Marvin possesses. Mos Def took a little
while to get used to as the character Ford
Prefect, but once you do he plays his role
well.
Sam Rockwell plays President of the Gal-
axy, Zaphod Beeblebrox. His performance,
while not entirely his fault, is somewhat
lacking in comparison to the Zaphod from the
books. Martin Freeman from the BBC series
"The Office" plays main character Arthur
Dent, but is neither exceptionally good nor
bad at it. Zooey Deschanel plays the role of
Trillian, Arthur's love interest quite well-
adding more familiarity to the film.
Despite its shortcomings,
the film is still enjoyable.
The same general feel from
the books is present but is
greatly toned down. Fans of
the books should keep an eye
out for several references to
Douglas Adams, the radio
show, and the old television
series. If fans of the books go
into the movie knowing that
it is a different experience,
they can still enjoy it. Ithelps
to remember that each previ-
ous incarnation of the Guide
has been different than the
others, and that this is simply
another attempt at the story,
which was mainly written by
Adams himself.
Newcomers to the phenom-
enon that is the Hitchhiker's
Guide to the Galaxy will still
enjoy the film, and hope-
fully will be compelled to go
out and read and enjoy the




Amidst slices of free pizza and bushels
ofcotton candy, the bands for the upcom-
ingMay 21 Quadstock event were revealed
at the annual Quadstock Unveiling.
TheQuadstock line-upfeatures Mr.Vegas,
the first ever up-beat reggae headliner,
whose hit songs include "Pull Up" and
"Heads High." Other artists performing
include techno-inspired United State of
Electronica, Gatsby's American Dream
featuring generic alternative, up-beat rock
of music
theme for this year's Quadstock as "Bust
a Move."
"Its all up-beat dancy type music," said
Quadstock Chair Shauna Hammack, sopho-
more finance major.
Hammack originally tried to book Da-
mien Marley as the headlines However, he
was on tour during the dates they needed
him to appear for Quadstock.
"I've been planning this since the begin-
ning of the year. It starts when school starts.
It's a really big event for Seattle University,
and it takes a lot of planning to make it
happen," Hammack said.
This year Hammack made a change in
access to Quadstock, making re-entry pos-
sible as opposed to last year, where once in,
there was no leaving and returning.
As in previous years, there will also be
featured games, such as a mechanical bull,
jousting, and a large inflatable slide. Food
service will be provided by various clubs
and Bon Appetit.
In addition, promo booths giving away
free items will be set up around the Quad,
including booths from Sony and KSUB.
"The key chain guy is back. He takes
photos ofyou and your friends and makes
themintokey chains. That's exciting. Free
key chains," said Hammack.
On the dayofthe event, May 21,
doors will open at 3:30p.m., and
the beer garden will open as well.
Music begins at 4p.m.
Photo by Joey Anchondc
Photo by Joey Anchondo
Despite the large quantities of free
pizza provided at the Quadstock
Unveiling celebration lastWednesday,
it was consumed very quickly.
Photo by JoeyAnchondo
Junior Nursing Major Bev Santiago,
right, knocks Junior English
Literature Major Rowena Catalla
off her pedestal at the Quadstock
Unveiling celebration lastWednesday
in front of the Student Center.
New Order Falls Short
Greg Boudreau
Cover Editor
I'm sure that most of you have heard the
song "Blue Monday." You may not know it
as "Blue Monday," but you've at least heard
the 80's song that goes "How.. .does it feel...
to treat me like you d0..." You may even
remember Orgy covering this song. But, this
song was writtenand played by aband before
Orgy covered it.
The band that has this song happens to
have other songs. They aren't justfiller songs
to complete the rest of the tracks alongside
"Blue Monday" either, they're actually really
great songs. This band - they're called New
Order - happens to have lots ofgood albums
filled with lots of good songs. In fact, they
have so many good albums and songs that
they even deserve to be called one of the
greatest bands of the last 30 years.
What makes
New Order so sig-
nificant was that
they were the band
to pioneer the syn-
thesizer as its own
unique instrument,







er was the driv-
ing force behind
so many of those
classic 80's pop
songs that we all
now love. Many
of those sounds now seem so cliche, but it is
important to realize that any sound, no mat-
ter how clique to our modern ears were once
innovativeand were invented by progressive
music artists.
Besides simply being innovative, New
Order made great music; and they made
particularly great music for dancing. If
you've ever made it out off campus to a
quality Capitol Hill party then chances are
you caught sight of a few hipsters dancing
to some New Order beats.
Consequently,because of their innovation
and of the quality of their music they have
now influenced many contemporary bands.
The recent wave of"dancey" and "hip" music
- think ofThe Killers, Franz Ferdinand and
Interpol - owes a great deal to New Order.
The Killers even took their name from a mock
band thatappeared in New Order's videofor
the song "Crystal" off therecent album, "Get
Ready." The album "Get Ready" also marked
a change in the career ofNew Order, the re-
cord was the first good album the band had
released after more than a decade of lower
quality releases.
All of these factors contribute to the build-
up and expectations for the next release by
the band. With the music climate as it cur-
rently is, with so many bands playing a sound
similar to New Order, there was expectation
that the band's next release should blow the
competition away. After all, they are the
masters of the cliche keyboard riffs, not The
Killers. However, "Waiting for the Siren's
Call," which was
released onApr. 27,




slipped into the pit












>me of their fan base
or whether they actually stopped trying is un-
clear. But what is clear is that it's just another
New Order album. It's not a bad album by
any means. But it's nothing to buy instead of
their "best of' or one of their older albums.
It's nothing that will inspire you to purchase
a keyboard and learn to play it... at least not
like how the older releases will.
My recommendation would be to try and
hear "Waiting for the Siren's Call," maybe
burn a CD-R of the album.
Hopefully next time these old masters will
create a product that can blowall the dancing
hipster bands away.




Top 10: Books Worth Reading
Trisha Leonard
Editor-in-chief
of a violin maker's young
daughter who is given the
opportunity to sing for the
upper class. Her family has
always struggled financially,
but once a musician hears her
sing, heprovides her with free
lessons and the opportunity ofa lifetime. It's
not long before she gets tangled up in the
games of theroyal court and becomes a pawn
in other people's desires for fame.
2. The Piano Tuner, by Daniel Mason
Edgar Drake, a humble Erard
piano tuner, receives a request
from the military to go to a jun-
gle in Burma. His mission? To
tune a piano that was transported
there for a well-respected doctor
■11 village. Leaving his wife behind,ts the mission as well as the fate that
lies before him. He ventures into an unknown
paradise to meet the doctor, who has more
political power than the military realizes. But
how long before he's stayed too long?
3. The Alchemist, by Paulo Coelho
The Alchemist is a tale of a Shepard boy
who sets off on a journey that
turns out to be far greater than
expected. Everyone questions
theirpurpose and their dreams,
but rarely do we find answers.
The boy is instructed by an old
-, .~, - king to follow omens to realize
his Personal Legend, what he was meant to
do. Along the way he encounters people and
things he'd never expected, all ofwhich guide
him to the place where his treasure lies.
4. The Kite Runner, by Khaled Hosseini
Afghanistan was a very dif-
ferent place before the war. The
diverse culture blossomed with
an array ofcolors that shed light
on everyday life. When the war
broke out, the culture was de-
fdalong with the country. The story istwo boys whose relationship changeswith the ruin of their culture.
5. The Virgin Blue, by Tracy Chevalier
Set between two different generations
of the same family, this novel
sends a woman on a journey to
trace her roots. While research-
ing away from her husband,
she uncovers some unexpected
secrets that leave her question-
ing her own life.
6. The Pleasure of my Company,
by Steve Martin
Everyone has their own quirks. In this
1 novel, theprotagonist's quirk
happens to be his unmatched
ability to find mathematical
balance in every aspect of
his mostly solitary life. But
what happens when other
people start to play a more
prominent role? Steve Martin
has the perfectblend ofsensitivity andhumor
to make one man's life equation a reader's
delight.
7. Pride and Prejudice,
by Jane Austen
The witty social commentary
between the main characters in
this timeless classic will give anyone a dose
ofold-fashionedcharm they crave. Elizabeth
Bennet, unlike her four sisters, prefers to be
a woman in charge rather than someone who
is easily distracted by men, especially Mr.
Darcy, a condescending suitor who tends to
show up at the most unexpectedtimes. Their
attitudes toward each other will entertain
anyone looking for a good story.
8. I Sweep the Sun off Rooftops, by
Hanan al-Shaykh
This collection ofshort stories
is all-empowering of woman-
hood. Hana al-Shaykh uses im-
agery to transport you to another
culture. Each story is about the
challenges each character faces, usually when
put into a new social environment. "The
Keeper of the Virgins" and "The White Pea-
cock ofHolland Park" are my favorites.
9.Wouldn'tTrade Nothing for my Jour-
ney Now, by Mya Angelou
■ Mya Angelou shares her life les-ons in this short book ofwisdom.
Each brief chapter offers insight
for each of us to recognize and
appreciate the significance of the
' small things in our lives.
10. The Pilot's Wife, by Anita Shreve
What do we do when life slaps
us in the face? The Pilot's Wife is
about a woman whose husband,
a pilot, dies in a plane accident.
As she goes through the grieving
process, she learns things about
her husband that she never knew throughout
their marriage. The small clues that lead her
to make conclusions about who he really was
will leave you wondering how well you can
Photos courtesy ofAmazon.com
Dance Battle!
Story & Pictures: Joey Anchondo
Photo Editor
On Wednesday, Apr. 27, local street-performing dance duos Streetbeat and
Fankick! went head-to-head in a dancebattle promoted by The Stranger. Both
groups dance to outrageous 80's music in even crazier 80's attire. Streetbeat,
hailingfrom corners on Broadway, walkedaway with the titleafter three intense
rounds, plus a tie-breakerround.
Streetbeat dancer Drew Smith does
some warm-up moves to entertain the
accumulating crowd at Westlake Plaza
moments before the dancing began.
The crowd grew so large that some dance
fans climbed trees to get a better look.
Fankick! member, Debbie,






Streetbeat members Drew Smith,
left, and Jeffrey Froome rocked
the crowd in the third round with a
very sexually charged dance to the






















Cancelled? Who said cancelled? On
Sunday, the animated cult hit Family Guy
resurrected from the dead, now in its fourth
season. Only this time ... well, I guess not
much has changed since the show was first
cancelled due to it's overly suggestive,
vulgar, and at times, just plain ridiculous
material. I'm not sure why it got cancelled
either.The season opener was much more
of the same, as most ofus hoped it would
have been; the same jaw-dropping irrel-
evant and subversive humor that got us
all out grabbing the first, second and third
seasons onDVD, leaving it the fourthbest-
selling DVD set of all time.
Emmy awardwhining creator/executive
producer, Seth MacFarlane, has brought
back to us the "average" middle-class New
England family, which left many with their
heads held low on word of the unfortunate
cancellation of the series.Lois, Peter's con-
fusingly loyal wife, struggles to maintain
any degree ofnormalcy in the family. Next,
there are the kids. Meg (Mila Kunis), the
16-year-old teen who struggles to flourish,
shine, or get noticed for that matter. Then
there is Chris (Seth Green), the 13-year-old,
a soft, kind-hearted kid who does absolutely
nothing.
The youngest of thekids is Stewie (Mac-
Farlane), the witty, clever one-year-old
infantwith ambitions ofworld domination.
The dog, Brian (MacFarlane), lives his life
in an alcoholic haze, constantly drunk on
Martini's, and occasionally tosses in his
witty two-cents. Finally, there is the father,
Peter (MacFarlane), the big, boisterous,
loveable dad who isn't afraid to speak his
freakin' mind.. .unfortunately, it's usually
the wrong thing at the wrong time.
I don't think anyone on this earth exists
that isn't pumped aboutFamily Guy being
back on the air, and if there is, frankly,
I refuse to acknowledge their existence;
they're not worth talking about.
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A// questions, comments or concerns can be made at Ext. 6050 or catallar@seattleu.edu
CALLING ALL. SENIORS!
«>»in vs. far « night •*
CASIfttC GAMES & DANCING
Fridct«s 7 Mctg 13 *© p.m-1 «.».* C(W£Sf Field
Tickets: $»1S iw the ASStt office
Join us lor a nightofSU fun at theMARINERS NICHT! I hui o nani Hawaii
proudly presents...
MARINERS VS. PADRES
Friday. May 21 ™e 44th A""u«'"-»'«""HANABATA DAYS"
.
w___ .. ... with a special performance by TAPA GROOVEOnly 200 TICKETSare available,
soreserveyoursTODAYl THIS $atur<lciy, May 7,2005
. . ....
Campion Ballroom
FREE transportation from SU toSafecoField!
Tickets available @ the CAC.ASSU.&STCN 2ndfloor Doort open at s:3o p.m.
Brouslltloyoilby your ASSU CLASS COUNCILS! Tickets: $22 * Concert: $10 (door only)
Hey Juniors! Join your Class Council for JUNIOR SERVICE DAY!
Pre-Mother s Day Social @ Dessie Burton Nursing Residence
Saturday, May 7 from 2-4:30 p.m.
Contact AndrewFario @ larloa@seattleu. edu for more details'
student events and activities council
Questions? Contact SEAC @ 296-6047
rHALO 2 .' '\ ( QUADSTOCk! *\
International Film
When: Tuesday, May 10 \ "«vle Niaht featuring: ; Saturday, Way 21
Where: Father Leßoux ; La Vita e Leila ; Doors open 3:30 p.m.
Conference Room • • Featuring Mr. Vegas, U.S.E.,
\ 7:3 C P.m. * Gatsby's American Dream,
FREE! CASH PRIZES! ; Schafer Auditorium • Paint »* Numbers, and The
Contact ivanezm@seattleu.edu I Win a certificate tc gc tc \ Champagne of Bands
.. wB -- . . Contact Ann Kelly (kellva@seattleu.edu)to sisn-uD' • the Spaghetti ractcry! • —V 5 K * 1 , . to find out how to volunteer! _y
15
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Classifieds
200
Are you looking for sum-
mer employment? Teach
interactive science camps to
school age children and help
to inspire a lifelong interest
in science. Summer Camp
Assistant and Lead Teacher
positions are available at the
Pacific Science Center. For
more information on these
and other job opportunities
please visit out website at
www.pacsci.org.
Nanny needed, full time,
M-F, 3 great kids, driv-
ers license and experi-






College Pro is hiring paint-
ers NOW for full-time work.
Make $4 - 7 K painting
homes in Seattle. Call
(206) 559-9067, or e-mail
collegeprojeff@yahoo.com"
Wondering what you are
going to do this summer?
Southwestern Publishing is
looking to select hard-work-
ing, motivated individuals




Melissa at 206-632-7206 or
rberube@southwestem.com
Private North End Coun-
try Club is currently




cants should possess an
outstanding work ethic, a
great attitude, and superi-
or customer skills. Please






ingful part time summer em-
ployment (9 a.m. - 3 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday,
9 - 1 p.m. Friday). Want to
experience work in a not for
profit agency whose mis-
sion is to lead community
efforts to ensure that every
family can find safe, quality,
affordable child care? This
individual will provide tele-
phone counseling to parents
looking for child care and
general support services.
Need excellent phone, com-
puter and customer service
skills. Understanding of
child care issues preferred.
Salary $10 - $12 per hour
DOE. Send resume and
cover letter to CCR/Person-
nel, 1225 S.Weller, Suite
300, Seattle, WA 98144.
EOE





"The Lecture as Propaedeutic:
"Rise, Let Us Be on Our Way"









MENT near 14th & E. How-
ell St., $895 includes water
and heat. Bright, clean,






ately! No experience neces-
sary. Work at home. Call
405-447-6397.
Research Assistant (2
positions) - The Benaroya
Research Institute has two
part time openings in The
Diabetes Clinical Research
Unit. Duties include assist-
ing with material prepara-
tion, mailings, labeling,
delivery and pick-up of
recruitment materials,
answering phones, data
entry and data verification.
Must possess strong atten-
tion to detail, willingness to
learn, computer skills (MS
Office, E-mail) and basic
office skills (fax, copier,
etc). Medical or science
background preferred. This
is a part-time position (less
than 19 hrs/week). Email:
jobs@benaroyaresearch.
org or Benaroya Research
Institute, HR, 1201 9th




MANAGER - Capitol Hill
11-unit garden-court apart-
ment building at the corner
of 14thAve. & East Howell
St., just off of 15th Ave. E.
restaurant and retail area.
Part time (30-35 hours/
month), $450 discount from




JOBS for men and women.
Hidden Valley Camp (Gran-







staff, program staff and
more. Spend your summer
in a beautiful setting while
in worthwhile employ-
ment. Contact us by phone:
(425)844-8896 or e-mail:
hiddenvalleycamp@earthlin
k.net for more information.
Want to Advertise in the
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Not Ready for
theLSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later. I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do.That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $&>5.
I can answer any LSAT ques-
tion - let me prove it Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
FOOTNOTES














"Tofind time to dofun things
again."
My mission is to get a job where I
make enough money to hang out
on the green andplayfrisbee all
day."
"I don't know... Ifeel mission-
less. I'm still waitingfor SU to
instill a mission in me. "
"Absolute and total victory. "
"My mission is to encouragepeople
to see life from the perspective of
a middle class woman. I also want
people to recognize in everything
the sacredness ofhuman life. "





LOOKING FOR NEW STAFF
Editor-in-Chief, Cover
Editor, Managing Editor,




Photo Editor, Copy Editor,




for the 2005-2006 term
Applications
Due May 9th





in our office in the
Basement of Campion
next to The Cave
